Welcome!

Beating on the Drum
It was a busy and transformative academic year for us here at Pacific, both for the university and our Athletic Training Program. To start, I would like to update everyone on the University of the Pacific’s recent “Focusing on Our Future” report which allowed every academic program and administrative unit at the university to reflect on how effective its efforts are and how aligned they are with Pacific’s mission and strategic vision. In this process we had two distinguished professors from other institutions provide an external review of our department and programs. The University President recently released her final decisions, and the Department of Health, Exercise, and Sports Sciences received an “Enhance” remark with the expectation that there will be continual development of learning outcomes and an assessment plan. In the external review, recommendations were made to transition the Athletic Training Program to an Entry-Level Master’s Degree, which has been in development for over two years.

In reference to the development and transition of our Accredited Athletic Training Program to an Entry-Level Master’s Degree, we are currently researching curriculum and budget. Please know we are actively engaged in dialogue with our various stakeholders regarding this decision. Although there has not been a final decision on the timeline or approach for this, we want you to know that before any final decision is made: we will consult with our stakeholders and alumni. So, I encourage any or all of you to contact me with any questions, concerns, or advice.

Now, I would like to congratulate our 8 graduated seniors who took and passed the Board of Certification exam. Our seniors currently have 100% first time pass rate with one student left to sit for the exam this summer. These outstanding students would not be where they are today without the counseling and mentorship from their preceptors. I truly believe that Pacific’s clinical preceptors are one of our program’s biggest assets. Thank you to both our amazing students and phenomenal preceptors for all you do and have done for our program.

In closing, I would like to offer a quote, which I hope will inspire all of you to continue to learn, and continue to grow personally and professionally:

“The aim of education should be to teach us rather how to think, than what to think; rather to improve our minds, so as to enable us to think for ourselves, than to load the memory with thoughts of other men.” – James Beattie

Thank you all for everything you do to help build our profession and our program.

Respectfully,

Dr. Christopher Ludwig
Philip Boozer, Head Athletic Training Student
What are your plans after graduation?
I will be attending Utah State as a Graduate Assistant getting my Masters of Science in Health and Human Movement with an emphasis in Sports Medicine.
How has your experience been in the AT Program changed since your first year?
I have been able to become more confident in my skills as a practitioner. I also have learned to become more of a leader and handle more responsibilities.
How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
I have enjoyed working with all of the preceptors at Pacific. Even if I was not directly assigned to them, I have been able to learn a lot from them and they have helped me grow in the profession. I am going to miss all of them.
What are you going to miss when you leave Pacific?
I am going to miss the preceptors and the friendships that I have made while in the program.

Brandon Chin, PSAT Vice President
What are your plans after graduation?
For the most part, I will just be taking summer school and doing observation hours to satisfy my physical therapy school requirements.
How has your experience been in the AT Program changed since your first year?
I have become much more confident and a vocal person since the fall.
How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
In short, Rosie and CP are awesome (Everyone else is too.)
What are you going to miss when you leave Pacific?
I am going to miss the familiarity of being here for 4 years and definitely the staff and the athletes who I worked closely with.

Ernie DeLosAngeles, PSAT President
What are your plans after graduation?
My plans after graduation as of right now are to work with the San Francisco 49ers as a summer intern. I also am currently looking for a position with a local high school.
How has your experience been in the AT Program changed since your first year?
My experience in my first year in the AT Program consisted of understanding the basics and building a foundation as an Athletic Trainer. Currently, in my second year my experience has been to develop more skill while fine-tuning the basics.
How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
My experience working with my preceptors has been great; the staff really works to make themselves available to teach if you show an interest to learn. One of the things the preceptors do well is allowing you to work autonomously, but within your capabilities.
What are you going to miss when you leave Pacific?
I am going to miss the relationships I have formed with the students, preceptors, and teachers in the AT Program. I believe we have a unique relationship where we enjoy each other’s company while still working together to achieve tasks.

Cody Gibson
What are your plans after graduation?
I plan on continuing my education after Pacific in order to obtain my DPT, as well as work as a physical therapy aide to maintain my skill set and adapt new skills.
How has your experience been in the AT Program changed since your first year?
I feel like I have grown throughout the program in many ways.
What are you going to miss when you leave Pacific?
The thing I'll miss most are all the amazing people I met along the way.
Mason Kinnard, PSAT Treasurer
What are your plans after graduation?
Currently I am planning on helping out with some of the 49ers mini-camps once again. I am currently looking for either a Graduate Assistantship or possibly an internship.

How has your experience been in the AT Program changed since your first year?
The further along you get into the program and into your education at Pacific, the more involved you get and the more freedom you get when working with athletes. This second year has had a lot individual guidance where I have grown a lot and have become much closer to being ready to work on my own.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
All of my preceptors have been extremely helpful and have given me guidance throughout my education as well. I enjoyed working with each and every one of them and have learned from all.

What are you going to miss when you leave Pacific?
I am going to miss the great working environment. The relationship between the staff, students, athletes, and coaches is very unique at Pacific and it makes our education experience so much greater and that is something I hope to bring to wherever I end up in the future.
Jose Tienda (JT)
What are your plans after graduation?
My plan is to work in a paid internship with the Oakland Raiders from May-September then home games during the season. Starting in September, I will be Edison High School’s full-time ATC, and possibly a new clinical preceptor for Pacific. I will begin taking online classes at California University of Pennsylvania to get my Master’s in Sports Rehab and the C.E.S. credential. My plan is to continue to build an AT Clinic and Sports Performance facility, currently called Crossfit Dark Element. I have had the business for over 3 years and am looking to expand and generate a much needed facility for athletes in the Stockton area. I have also been starting the “Heads Up Program” along with Jenn Hoenig and Chris Ludwig. On May 31st Pacific and the Oakland Raiders will talk to youth football players about the importance of head injuries and equipment fitting.
How has your experience been in the AT Program changed since your first year?
How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
I felt like I never worked with preceptors, more as being a team.
What are you going to miss when you leave Pacific?
The moment I’m going to miss the most is sitting next to 4 amigos. These guys didn’t see me as a weak link. They saw me as an equal! Now, my goal is to take my knowledge and prove to myself that I can make a difference in this field.

We wish each of you best, and would like to thank you for the wonderful memories.
Tessa Dahl, PSAC Representative

What are your plans for the summer?
My plans for summer include finding an internship under an athletic trainer or physical therapist for the first half of the summer and participating in a summer course through Wingate University out of North Carolina during the month of July. For this course I will be traveling to four well-known cities on the East Coast of Australia: Melbourne, Sydney, Cairns, and the Gold Coast. There I will have the unique opportunity to learn about sport culture and procedures that are specific to Australia while getting some hands on experience.

How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
While being in the AT Program, I have adapted to the procedures and expectations placed on students as time has passed, learning along the way how to better manage my time in order to fit in all necessary components of the program. As compared to the fall, I have grown more comfortable with the knowledge that I do have and the knowledge that I still need to learn.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
My experience while working with my preceptors this semester has been amazing. I have had the opportunity to have firsthand experience with working with a different population of athletes at a different level of competition while working at San Joaquin Delta College. Working under Kevin Anderson and Jamie DeRollo, I have learned so much about the profession from multiple perspectives.

What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
Several of my favorite moments from this semester would include rehabilitating several of the baseball athletes while seeing their injuries improve to the extent of being able to play again, as well as walking out to my car on my birthday to find that both Kevin and Jamie had ballooned and put streamers on and inside my car. This semester has been a great learning experience, let alone an extremely enjoyable one.

Alison Kobayashi

What are your plans for the summer?
I will be traveling to a rural village located in China to teach English for three weeks. Once I return, I will be taking two classes for summer school. I will also be getting Physical Therapy observation hours in both inpatient and outpatient settings.

How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
My AT experience has greatly changed since my first semester in the fall. I have learned copious amounts of information that is applicable to my future goals and aspirations. My confidence in myself has greatly increased over the year. I am very excited to have begun evaluating friends and family who have been suffering from physical problems.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
I was extremely lucky to have been able to work with two amazing preceptors this year. Both have helped me to expand my knowledge and self-confidence in and out of the clinic.

What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
My favorite moment in the program was watching athletes gradually improve and eventually return to play after a serious injury. Being able to work with the athletes during their rehabilitation every day and having their strength and range of motion increase was a wonderful experience. I also have greatly enjoyed getting to know the athletes and students in the program on a personal level.

Joshua Lee

What are your plans for the summer?
My plan is to shadow various hospital Physical Therapists at Kaiser Permanente over the summer.

How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
My experience in the AT Program has changed immensely since I had started in the fall. I have become more comfortable with the profession, and have acquired the skills and knowledge through the curriculum to be a great role model for the upcoming 1st year students.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
I have had the opportunity to work with many talented and amazing preceptors. Starting out, I did not know what expectations were going to be asked of me. However, when challenged by my preceptors I, in turn, responded with great responsibility and attitude. Through this experience I have gained valuable knowledge and have accustomed myself to key qualities an athletic trainer must have.

What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
My favorite moments while being in the AT Program would have to be having clinic time with my fellow colleagues, being able to interact with the athletes, and having the feeling of accomplishment when applying what I have learned in the classroom in actual practice.
Meet the Class of 2015

Maria Lozano
What are your plans for the summer?
I will take the knowledge that my preceptors and classroom educators gave me during my first two semesters and I plan to use it with football camps this summer. I am also enrolled in a physiology course, which will keep my mind active.

How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
After my first year in the University of the Pacific’s Athletic Training Program, my mind has been filled with hope, excitement, and determination.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
Working with my preceptors Annette Martinez and Christine Bolthouse was a great experience that worked very well. Both Annette and Christine have different but very respectful approaches to athletic training that allowed me to grow as a student, a future athletic trainer, as well as a person.

What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
To say I have one memorable moment or talk about one specific moment would not bring justice to my experience. Every day in this program there are experiences that I could not be more thankful for. Learning new material on subjects I love, interacting with athletes with different personalities and injuries, and growing professional and personal relationships with my educators, preceptors, and colleagues is an everyday experience that I am lucky to have.

Victoria Lu
What are your plans for the summer?
In the summer I will be traveling to Taiwan with my mom to visit my relatives. I will also be working at Woodward West for two weeks, Sports International Football camps and taking a summer school class.

How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
I feel that I have grown a lot since the fall. I have learned to adapt to the hectic schedule and have been able to manage my time wisely. I also realized that after a semester in the program, the preceptors expect more out of us to utilize the information we learned in class to be applied in the clinic.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
I have learned a lot of different techniques while working with my preceptors. I know that each person has their own ways of doing certain procedures and it was nice to learn the different ways they did to be able to make it into my own.

What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
My favorite moment has been the idea that I am making an impact on the athletes by seeing them getting better after a serious injury. It is also greatly appreciated when they come to you when they need help with their treatment.

Tiffani Regacho
What are your plans for the summer?
Over the summer I’ll be going to Woodward West for two weeks.

How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
Since starting the program in the fall I think I’ve gained a lot more confidence in the clinic which has helped me be more comfortable with the athletes and has helped me build a good relationship and trust with them.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
My experience working with my preceptors has been great. Both Marc and Luis made my first year a great learning experience and definitely pushed me to be better. They’ve both had a positive impact on me and the type of athletic trainer I want to be.

What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
My favorite moments in the program so far have been getting to know the other first years and working with my athletes and getting to see firsthand the impact athletic trainers have on their athletes.

Thomas Tai
What are your plans for the summer?
I am gaining inpatient and outpatient physical therapy experience by volunteering at a hospital and physical therapy clinic.

How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
I learned many new things that were not only applicable to the athletes I worked with, but to my friends and family as well. It is incredible learning techniques in class that we can practice directly in the clinic.

How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
My preceptors taught me a lot, challenged me often, and provided me with an enjoyable learning experience.

What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
My favorite moments in the program were traveling to other schools with Delta’s football team and with Pacific’s men’s volleyball team.
Diana Wang
What are your plans for the summer?
My plans are to travel to Taiwan for an Athletic Training Study Abroad Program through the University of Georgia.
How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
My first year in the program has introduced me to many new experiences full of blood, sweat, and tears. It has also been the most productive year here at University of the Pacific, which I am extremely grateful for.
How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
I have worked with awesome preceptors who constantly challenge and mentor me throughout this rigorous journey in the program.
What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
One of my favorite moments in the program was unleashing my rap alter ego in the “Fresh Life of an Athletic Training Student” video, where fellow students and I spit some mad rhymes over the instrumental “Fresh Prince of Bel Air Theme Song.” Other favorite moments include winning Jeopardy in CP’s class, getting the chance to voluntarily spaz out Josh’s bicep in modalities lab, traveling with the Delta football team to American River College, learning how to chew seeds from Pacific’s baseball team, and slowly but surely building confidence in my skills through trial and error and learning from every single error.

Katie Yakel
What are your plans for the summer?
I will be attending a sports medicine conference at the end of June in Palm Springs with a focus on concussions. I will be primarily working, but also helping out with summer football programs and high school tournaments in Southern California.
How has your experience in the AT Program changed since you first started in the fall?
When I started in the fall, I was afraid of failure. Over the past year I have learned that failure is part of the learning experience. I’ve embraced learning from my small mistakes and taking caution from those that have more years of experience.
How was your experience while working with your preceptor/s?
It was amazing getting to work with two amazing preceptors. Luis really helped guide me through my first semester and pushed me to go beyond what I believed I was capable of doing. Working with CP is an eye opening experience. He taught me an abundance of knowledge that I will not be able to find in a textbook or learn in class –for that I’m grateful for his guidance through my first year in the program.
What was your favorite moment/moments in the program?
My favorite moment was making the Fresh Prince AT rap with Diana. It was an amazing experience to collaborate and create something that put Pacific on the map. It will be a great opportunity for the program to be recognized at the National Convention this summer.

As an assignment for HESP 163 (Therapeutic Exercise), first year students watched the movie, “Patch Adams” to learn about a holistic approach to healthcare, patient care, and how to see each patient as an individual. “Laughter is the best medicine”!
The AT Program received 21 applications. One applicant withdrew which left 20 applicants to interview.

- **30% - Current Pacific Students**
  - 100% - Female

- **70% - Non-Pacific Students**
  - 64% - Female
  - 36% - Male

- **Community College Applicants from:**
  - Modesto Junior College
  - Diablo Valley College
  - College of the Canyons
  - College of the Sequoias
  - Butte College

We had an outstanding group of applicants which made the decision making process very challenging. As a program, we currently only have the capability of supporting 12 students per class. We quantified the application process and used a detailed rubric to rank applicants. We officially offered to our top 12 candidates and put six on a Wait List. Our new class of 2016 sports 10 students with four coming from Pacific, three from Modesto JC, two from College of the Sequoias, and one from Diablo Valley College.

**Congratulations to the Class of 2016!**
**Maggie Castillo**  
**Hometown:** Lakewood, CA  
**Hobbies:** Baking, going to the beach, camping and hiking with my dog  
**Career Goal/Ambition:** My dream job is to work as an Athletic Trainer for the New York Yankees or in the Olympics.  
**Sports You've Observed/Worked:** I have worked with wrestling, football, track and field, soccer, and basketball in high school. I have observed men's volleyball, and basketball, softball, as well as a few high school football games while at Pacific.  
**Something Unique About You:** I'm very outgoing and get along with people easily. I also have a good sense of humor. I am a huge animal lover.  
**Chocolate or Vanilla:** Vanilla  

**3 Favorite Movies:** Role Models, Princess Bride, and The Bourne Triology

---

**Terelyn Dodds**  
**Hometown:** Dublin, CA  
**School Attended:** Diablo Valley College  
**Hobbies:** Traveling and watching movies  
**Career Goal/Ambition:** International Soccer  
**Sports You've Observed/Worked:** Football, women's soccer, softball, baseball, men's and women's basketball, track and field, cross country, tennis, women's volleyball, swimming, and water polo  
**Something Unique About You:** My dream car is a 1974 Chevrolet Nova  
**Chocolate or Vanilla:** Vanilla!!  

**3 Favorite Movies:** The Prestige, The Lion King, White Chicks

---

**Ren Doo**  
**Hometown:** Turlock, CA  
**School Attended:** Modesto Junior College  
**Hobbies:** I enjoy playing my drums, golfing, playing basketball, soccer, and football.  
**Career Goal/Ambition:** I would like to explore a career working within professional or collegiate sports, earning a Master’s Degree in Exercise Science, and pursuing a Doctoral Degree in Physical Therapy  
**Sports You've Observed/Worked:** I have been fortunate to work with several sports at Modesto Junior College including football, men’s and women’s basketball, water polo, women’s golf, men’s and women’s soccer, baseball, and track and field  
**Something Unique About You:** I have spent the past 2 years reviving my academic career and truly pursuing knowledge and experience which will enrich my life beyond my greatest daydreams. I’m also the proud owner of a Jeremy Bulloch signed Boba Fett helmet which I may or may not wear around the house from time to time.  
**Chocolate or Vanilla:** Whichever I can have seconds of…  
**3 Favorite Movies:** Forrest Gump, No Country for Old Men, There Will Be Blood

---

**Cassie Farnsworth**  
**Hometown:** Fortuna, CA  
**Hobbies:** Playing rugby and other sports, reading, camping and being outdoors  
**Career Goal/Ambition:** The United States Olympic Rugby Team  
**Sports You've Observed/Worked:** High School football, boy’s basketball, wrestling, and track and field; Community College men’s and women’s basketball; Division I men’s basketball, men’s and women’s water polo, and men’s tennis  
**Something Unique About You:** I have two pet goats at home.  
**Chocolate or Vanilla:** Chocolate  
**3 Favorite Movies:** Forever Strong, The Fighter, Four Brothers
Lauren Farrell
Hometown: Visalia, CA
School Attended: College of the Sequoias
Hobbies: Play recreational volleyball, exercise, and riding ATV’s
Career Goal/Ambition: Physical therapists who works with athletes
Sports You’ve Observed/Worked: Football, volleyball, basketball, soccer, baseball, softball, swimming and diving, track and field, and cross country
Something Unique About You: I have a strong desire to not only improve myself but to help others along the way.
Chocolate or Vanilla: Vanilla
3 Favorite Movies: Thor, Frozen, Up

Kelly George
Hometown: Visalia, CA
School Attended: College of the Sequoias
Hobbies: Reading, knitting, snowboarding, longboarding, wakeboarding, riding motorcycles, running
Career Goal/Ambition: My career would be to work with the rehabilitation of injured service men and women of the US Military. The sport I enjoy working the most is baseball because of the mental strategy of the game.
Sports You’ve Observed/Worked: Men’s and women’s track and field, basketball, soccer, swimming and diving, softball, baseball, and women’s tennis
Something Unique About You: I like to be physically challenged, pushing myself to the limit.
Chocolate or Vanilla: Depends on the meal; usually dessert after every meal but preferably chocolate
3 Favorite Movies: Iron Man, Zombie Land, Decendants

Ashley Henkes
Hometown: Stockton, CA
Hobbies: Working out, hanging out with friends
Career Goal/Ambition: Work as an AT in a college setting, either D1 or community college
Sports You’ve Observed/Worked: Water polo and swimming at Delta College
Something Unique About You: I absolutely love hot sauce!!! I will put it on almost anything.
Chocolate or Vanilla: Chocolate
3 Favorite Movies: Mean Girls, Something Borrowed, Sex and the City

Brett Hinton
Hometown: Manteca, CA
School Attended: Modesto Junior College
Hobbies: Triathlon, softball
Career Goal/Ambition: To work with an organization providing care for professional athletes
Sports You’ve Observed/Worked: Football, volleyball, soccer, golf, water polo, basketball, wrestling, cross country, track baseball, softball, tennis, swimming, diving, cheerleading, gymnastics
Something Unique About You: I train and participate in triathlons with my parents who are both over 60.
Chocolate or Vanilla: Vanilla
3 Favorite Movies: Aladdin, 8 Seconds, Lilo and Stich
Christina Scutti
Hometown: San Diego, CA
Hobbies: Baking, going to the beach, being with friends and family
Career Goal/Ambition: High school setting
Sports You’ve Observed/Worked: High school football, water polo, baseball, field hockey, basketball, tennis
Something Unique About You: I have an extra vertebrae (L6)
Chocolate or Vanilla: Vanilla
3 Favorite Movies: She’s the Man, Step Brothers, Invincible

Jocelyn Shilue
Hometown: Tracy, CA
School Attended: Modesto Junior College
Hobbies: Hanging out with my family and friends, going to sporting events
Career Goal/Ambition: Orthopedic office setting or my dream would be to work with any level basketball team
Sports You’ve Observed/Worked: Soccer, baseball, softball, football, water polo, tennis, basketball, track and field, volleyball, and wrestling
Something Unique About You: I wear flip-flops year round, rain or shine.
Chocolate or Vanilla: Vanilla
3 Favorite Movies: The Blind Side, Love & Basketball, Happy Gilmore

WELCOME TO THE FAMILY!
Professional Bull Riding

2nd year Athletic Training Students, Philip Boozer, Ernie Delosangeles, and Rhoda Bea Hernando, along with graduate assistant Renee Romo, ATC, Assistant Director of Athletic Training, Marc Giampaoli, ATC, and Athletic Training Program Director, Dr. Christopher Ludwig, had the opportunity to volunteer at a recent Professional Bull Riding (PBR) event in Sacramento. Peter Wang, PBR athletic trainer and clinical preceptor for the program was assisted by the students and staff in managing a multitude of injuries that occurred during the two-day event.

Southeast Athletic Training Association: Student Symposium

The 29th Annual SEATA (District 9) Student Symposium was held in Atlanta, GA on February 6th-8th. Over 900 athletic training students attended from all over the country. Students Victoria Lu, Diana Wang, and Katie Yakel took claim for being the students that traveled the furthest to attend. They crossed 3 time zones for some phenomenal clinical athletic training instruction. These ladies were able to visit the Bodies Exhibit, Centennial Olympic Park, consume some delicious southern BBQ, and experience Atlanta’s public transit system MARTA. Jennifer Hoenig, our CEC, also traveled east as part of the invited faculty for the student symposium. She also attended the 5th Biennial SEATA Educator’s Conference and CAATE Workshop while there. An amazing weekend for all of them.

National Athletic Training Month

Athletic Trainers were recognized at University of the Pacific Softball game on March 19, 2014.

Physical Therapist Gregory Black of US Healthworks presented on Spinal Assessment for Athletic Trainers.

Emilio Rabelo, DPT, ATC, Head Athletic Trainer for the Oakland Raiders, and Jason Clark, forward for the Stockton Thunder, spoke on the topic of “Concussions in Sports” in order to increase the awareness on how to recognize and manage concussions.

The students held a hydrostatic weighing fundraiser in which the students reached out to students and people from local gyms. This brought in a total of $125.

The students also held a Stretching Lab. The purpose of the lab was to inform students on the basic principles behind stretching, different types of stretching, and learning the appropriate application of typical stretching techniques.

National Athletic Training Student Committee Video Contest

Congratulations to the AT Program for getting 2nd place in the 2014 NATSC Video Contest! Pacific will be recognized at the NATA Clinical Symposium and AT Expo in Indianapolis in June! Let’s shoot for 1st place next year!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZqtz7pkmLY
Iota Tau Alpha

The University of the Pacific Chapter of Iota Tau Alpha, an Athletic Training Education Honor Society, was officially approved on March 26th, 2014 by the NATA. We are the Gamma Pi Chapter. Our initiation ceremony was held on April 30th, 2014 on campus at Morris Chapel.

Faculty Supervisor:  
Jennifer Hoenig

Student Members:  
President – Tessa Dahl  
Vice President – Joshua Lee  
Treasurer – Thomas Tai  
Secretary – Tiffany Regacho  
Historian – Alison Kobayashi  
Philip Boozer  
Ernie DeLosAngeles  
Cody Gibson  
Victoria Lu  
Diana Wang  
Katie Yakel

Graduate Members:  
Luis Leon  
Renee Romo

Alumni Members:  
Marc Giampoli  
Annette Martinez  
Rosie Martins  
Sara Vargas

Honorary Members:  
Kevin Anderson  
Jamie DeRollo  
Christopher Ludwig  
Chris Pond  
Peter Wang

End of the Year Banquet

Rookie of the Year:  
Katie Yakel

Most Improved:  
Brandon Chin

Most Valuable Player:  
Ernie DeLosAngeles

Tom Stubbs Award:  
Philip Boozer

Dr. Sharon West Academic Award:  
Thomas Tai

Athletic Training Staff Recognition Award:  
Ben Laskey  
Jay St. Clair

Head Athletic Training Student:  
Katie Yakel

Pacific Student Athletic Training Club Officers:  
President – Diana Wang  
Vice President – Thomas Tai  
Secretary – Alison Kobayashi  
Treasurer – Joshua Lee  
PSAC Representative – Tiffany Regacho

Congratulations to the Class of 2014!  
We wish you all the best of luck in your future endeavors! Go Tigers!
Wow!! The 2013-2014 year really flew by! It was an exciting year as Pacific Athletics returned to the West Coast Conference!! Coming back home to the WCC offered new opportunities for exceptional sports competition, new places to explore and of course, the ability to reconnect with old friends and make new ones in the profession. On a sadder note, after 22 years at Pacific, we said goodbye to our Men’s Volleyball Team. We wish them the best of luck in their future endeavors! I would also like to welcome Men’s Soccer as they will begin their inaugural season at Pacific and in the WCC!!

Our AT staff kept very busy with providing quality healthcare to the 365+ student-athletes at Pacific while also covering many sporting events and various other happenings around campus. The addition of the PolarZone contributed to the quality of our care as well as made our program and department much more reputable. Thank you to everyone who donated to our worthy cause!

Let me also send out a shout out to our full-time alumni staff: Sara Vargas (‘09), Rosie Martins (‘08), and Marc Giampaoli (‘11). And I can’t forget about our AWESOME GA’s Luis Leon (‘13) and Renee Romo. Clinical coordinator Jennifer Hoenig has also been a refreshing addition to our staff. We are happy to have her apart of the Pacific AT Family!

It is so rewarding to be apart of a staff that has such loyalty and respect for Pacific Athletic Training and for all our student-athletes. CP has also had a busy year with both of his children graduating from their respective college programs. Congratulations Aaron & Dr. Ashley! As always, CP’s evaluation class reigns most favorite amongst all students!

We couldn’t be prouder of all of our current AT students and alumni for all great things they are doing within the profession. Keep up the good work! I would also like to thank Chris Ludwig and Jenn Hoenig for all the phenomenal things they are doing with the Athletic Training Program and for all the time they are dedicating to the development of new program changes!

As summer continues on, we hope that everyone is getting some well-deserved R&R! The 2014-15 season is quickly coming upon us and we are happily anticipating a new crop of students, new opportunities for learning, some challenges but overall good times to be had by all! We hope to see you all in Indianapolis for convention so remember to stop by the alumni function!

We enjoy hearing from you so please keep in touch! If you pass through Stockton or if Pacific rolls through your town, stop by and say hello!

Take care & Go Tigers!! - Annette